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Requires Revision 2.0.0.8 This mod has not been played for at least 24 months. A Counter-Strike 1.6 (CS1.6) Mod in the CT &
T Packs category, submitted by NAPOLEON. I wanted to make a good mod to play in my server and I've always played it. The
best Teamplay mod in my opinion (for me) and it's easy to play. So this mod is for you. The mod is fast paced, easy to control
and have fun. The mod has some cool features: I wanted to make some changes to the teamplay map when a flag is stolen, since
there was no good mod when the flag was stolen. So I added the feature of when you kill an enemy and steal the flag (w/o it's
owner) it's placed in a safe spot. For example, you kill a enemy and he has the flag, when you go up the ladder and take the flag,
it's automatically placed on a remote box. It's also nice if you wanna hide it in a safe place from other players and to force you
to be on the same team to take it. For the wall feature I made that you can shoot through it but not if there is a hostage in a safe
spot. Last but not least, I've also added a feature so you can see when it's safe to jump into the enemy team and when it's not. In
some features I also got ideas from the Counter-Strike 1.6 gamemode which is called Tournaments, but it's not my mod. If you
have any questions or ideas feel free to contact me. I have seen so many features in Tournaments but never made any mod like
it. This mod is my first mod so my mod needs some improvements. I'm currently working on the weapons and the playing
animations. Hopefully I'll get this mod released soon, maybe in a few days. Important Notes: - The mod is still in work. - The
mod is not clean. - You have to unpack it. - I don't own any of the graphic resources, the mod is pure cs1.6 style graphics.
Installation: 1.) Extract it to a folder 2.) Unzip the files in 82157476af
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